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Abstract

In 2000, Micro Motion, Inc. presented a paper at FLOMEKO introducing a new system for calibrating its flow meters referred to as a Transfer Standard Method (TSM) liquid calibration system. The transfer standards for this system are Coriolis reference meters installed in parallel. The stability of the reference meters is one of the largest contributors to the overall measurement uncertainty in this system. To reduce the measurement uncertainty, reference meters are limited in flow range and two reference meters of each size are used as a quality check with one installed upstream of the unit under test (UUT) and the other installed downstream of the UUT. An updated design of the Transfer Standard Method liquid calibration system incorporating reference meters in series was recently built and put into service at Micro Motion. A discussion of the updated design, the quality check data that is inherently built into the updated design and an analysis of these results are presented in this paper.

Introduction

Since 2000, many continuous improvement efforts have been applied to the Transfer Standard Method (TSM) liquid calibration systems. Improvements to the measurement assurance process, traceability, uncertainty analysis, and the TSM calibration stand design itself have been made. As this paper is an update to the original 2000 FLOMEKO paper, “Traceability and Uncertainty Analysis for Flowmeter Calibration Process with Coriolis Flowmeters as Reference” by R. DeBoom, M. Buttler, A. Kolbeck, A. Pruysen [1]; much of the same format will be utilized in this paper for ease of comparisons.

The purposes of this paper are:
• To present a new design concept for a Transfer Standard Method (TSM) liquid calibration system utilizing Coriolis reference meters in series versus the original design of parallel reference meters.
• To review the current traceability of the TSM calibration stands.
• To update the uncertainty analysis for the TSM calibration stands.

Flow meter calibration stand requirements

Much of the same flow meter calibration stand requirements remain the same from the original paper with the following changes and additions:
• Calibration and Measurement Capability (CMC) < 0.03% mass. (This CMC value is required when calibrating Coriolis flow meters with an optional reference mass flow accuracy of 0.05%)
• Calibration and Measurement Capability (CMC) < 0.08% water density. (This CMC value is required when calibrating Coriolis flow meters with an optional reference density accuracy of 0.2 kg/m$^3$)
• ISO/IEC 17025 Accredited

TSM operation

Figure 2 is a simplified P&ID (process and instrument diagram) of the parallel reference meter TSM calibration stand. Figure 3 is a simplified P&ID of the reference meter in series TSM design. Some notable improvements over the previous design are:
• Elimination of the second bank of reference meters referred to as the QCM (Quality Check Meters).
• Fewer reference meters to cover the same flow range.
• Less complexity and cost due to the elimination of the second set of valves, piping, etc., required for the QCM.

As with the previous design, the TSM calibration stand with reference meters in series is scalable to accommodate different flow rates. The UUT (unit under test) section remains the same, utilizing an automatic clamping system to facilitate rapid installation and removal of the UUT. UUT refers to the meter, or meters, being calibrated.

The UUT is calibrated and adjusted against a reference meter. One of the key features of the parallel design TSM was the comparison of the reference meter to the QCM during calibration of the UUT. The meter is series design still follows the QCM concept, but with the smaller reference meter checking the larger reference meter only at specific flow rates. The meter in series, TSM reference meters, are specifically chosen to allow the QCM check to happen at standard production flow rates, i.e. a production calibration point at 10% of a 3” meter is 226 kg/min. This flow rate is also 10% of a 3” reference meter and 100% of a 1” reference meter. Using the high end (100%) of the smaller reference meter to check the low end (10%) of the larger reference meter allows the zero stability of the larger reference meter to be monitored and controlled. In the previous design, reference meters were not utilized below approximately 30% of their flow range to allow for zero drift. Monitoring the reference meter zero drift allows the reference meter to be used over a wider flow range and gives more information about the long term stability.

Mass traceability for TSM stands

The uncertainty in mass of the TSM calibration process is traceable through an unbroken chain of successive measurements to the SI (system of international units) as shown in Figure 4. The boxes labelled U1, U2, u3, and U4 represent the successive uncertainty calculations for the Micro Motion controlled steps in the traceability chain. Micro Motion owns a set of NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) traceable reference mass standards used to calibrate the scales on the gravimetric Primary flow stands which become part of U1. Travelling Measurement Standards, known as a GRM’s (Global Reference Meters), are calibrated on a Primary flow stand with an uncertainty calculated as U2. Each TSM reference meter is initially calibrated on a gravimetric Primary flow stand. When the TSM reference meter is installed in the TSM calibration stand, it is verified and then calibrated annually using a GRM which is installed in the UUT section. By utilizing a GRM installed in the UUT section to calibrate the TSM reference meter, the TSM reference meter is calibrated in place which leads to improved long term stability and a better representation of how the reference meter is used during the calibration of customer’s flow meters. The calibration uncertainty of the TSM reference meter (u3) is one component that is combined when determining the overall TSM CMC (calibration and measurement capability) U4.
The Primary flow stands located at Boulder, Colorado USA are accredited to the international standard ISO/IEC 17025. The CMC for mass is 0.014% as listed within the NVLAP (National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program) scope of accreditation (NVLAP Lab code: 900218). The CMC value is verified traceable to international standards through the results of annual inter-laboratory comparisons with national metrology institutes such as: NIST-USA, VSL-The Netherlands, NIM – China.

Currently, TSM stands located at Boulder, Colorado USA and Nanjing, China are accredited to ISO/IEC 17025. (Boulder, NVLAP Lab code: 900218; Nanjing, SAC-Singlas Cert No: LA-2010-0469-C) These CMC values are verified traceable to international standards following the same inter-laboratory comparisons for the Primary flow stands described earlier.

Measurement assurance

As described earlier, the first level of measurement assurance provided is having the TSM reference meters installed in series where the larger reference meter is checked for stability against the smaller reference meter.

The second level of measurement assurance continues through the use of “Gold” meters. Gold meters are standard Micro Motion Elite meters which are utilized to check the TSM calibration stand on a regular basis. A Gold meter is installed in the UUT section and calibrated regularly without any meter factor adjustments to monitor the stability of each TSM reference meter.

Another benefit of the meter in series design is that the number of Gold meter tests required checking the TSM reference meters could potentially be limited to only check the smallest reference meter. After the condition of the smallest reference meter is verified, the automated QCM checks will continually verify the stability of each larger meter. Checking the 10% flow rate of the reference meters and the inherent stability of the Coriolis technology at the 100% flow rate gives good confidence that the system is working properly.

Figure 5 shows QCM results from the initial meter in series TSM design during the first year of operation, showing the stability of the 10% flow rate of a ½” meter as compared to the 100% rate of the smaller reference meter (5.67kg/min). The data shows the random variation between the two meters is approximately +/- 0.02%. This is less than half the amount of variation due to the zero stability specification of the ½” meter. This QCM data allows real time monitoring of the zero drift value of the larger reference meter allowing it to be used over a wider turndown. Ultimately this data, along with the Gold meter check, could be used for real time adjustments to the TSM stand to maintain an optimized performance level.
Uncertainty analysis

Uncertainty analysis: general

Definitions

- The word ‘uncertainty’ in this paper means ‘expanded uncertainty’ \((k=2\) approximately 95% confidence)
- CMC (Calibration and Measurement Capability) refers to the lowest uncertainty of measurement that can be obtained by a flow stand when calibrating the best existing device. In this case, the standard uncertainty from the UUT is included in the final expanded uncertainty.

This analysis is guided by:


As referenced earlier in the traceability diagram (Figure 4), the uncertainty analysis and CMC value (mass) for the Micro Motion TSM flow calibration stand, consists of four parts:

a) \(U_1\), uncertainty analysis of the Primary flow calibration stand (CMC value (mass) as reported on scope of accreditation)

b) \(U_2\), uncertainty analysis of the Global Reference Meter (GRM)

c) \(u_3\), calibration uncertainty of the GRM while on the TSM stand

d) \(U_4\), uncertainty analysis of the TSM flow calibration stand (CMC value (mass) as reported on scope of accreditation)

Uncertainty analysis: gravimetric Primary flow stands

The Primary flow stands at Micro Motion are gravimetric calibration stands that utilize the static-start/stop method as outlined in ISO 10790:1999, [6], to make mass flow measurements. The test fluid is water and is collected in a tank which is located on a scale so that the total amount of mass is determined by weighing. Ambient pressure, temperature, and humidity are collected during each collection to make an accurate weighing. Additionally, pressure and temperature are measured both upstream and downstream of the UUT. In this manner, the mass total from the UUT is directly compared to the mass of the reference scale.

The governing equation for the determination of mass then becomes:

\[
M(\text{Reference}) = M(\text{scale}) \times \text{buoyancy factor (BF)} \times \text{connecting volume (CVt)}
\]

Utilizing relative uncertainties in percentages where the sensitivity coefficients are the exponents of the respective factors, which are all 1, the uncertainty equation becomes:

\[
u_r[M(\text{UUT})] = u_r[M(\text{scale})] + u_r[BF] + u_r[CVt]
\]

Continuing according to the GUM and the propagation of uncertainties, the expanded uncertainty becomes:

\[
U = k(u_r[M(\text{UUT})]) = k\sqrt{u_r[M(\text{scale})]^2 + u_r[BF]^2 + u_r[CVt]^2}
\]

Where \(k=2\) for approximately 95% confidence.

Figure 6 is an example of a CMC table for one of the Primary flow stands. The CMC table consists of three main sections that represent...
the categories identified in the uncertainty equations for mass. Micro Motion currently calculates, and reports, only the worst case CMC value for each flow stand. For the Primary flow stands, this value ($U_1$, Figure 4) is 0.014% @ $k=2$, approximately 95% confidence.

**Uncertainty analysis: global reference meters**

Global Reference Meters (GRMs) are the travelling measurement standards ($U_2$ Figure 4) used for performing in situ calibrations of the TSM reference meters. These are Micro Motion Elite model flow meters that are calibrated annually on one of the Primary flow stands. The uncertainty value for the GRM is a combination of the Primary flow stand CMC ($U_1$), the worst case type A uncertainty in the mean of repeated measurements from the annual calibration, zero drift, and the long term stability of the GRM based on the variation of historical calibrations. Figure 7 is an example uncertainty table for one GRM. The typical value for the expanded uncertainty of a GRM is 0.020% @ $k=2$, approximately 95% confidence ($U_2$).

As indicated in Micro Motion’s NVLAP scope of accreditation, Lab Code 200918-0, Micro Motion is accredited to perform on-site calibration of master meters located at Emerson sites in accordance with CP 79 (internal control procedure for calibrating TSM reference meters). Each TSM reference meter is issued an accredited calibration certificate based on the annual calibration with a GRM. The calibration uncertainty ($u_3$) using the GRM is the starting point for determining the CMC of a TSM calibration stand and is the final uncertainty value in the traceability chain ($U_4$).
Figure 7. Expanded uncertainty of a GRM

Uncertainty Analysis: CMC of TSM calibration stand

The determination of mass for a TSM reference meter is based on the mass from the GRM, corrected for pressure if required, and the connecting volume of the TSM calibration stand.

The governing equation for the determination of mass then becomes:

\[ M(\text{TSM reference}) = M(\text{GRM}) \times \text{pressure correction}(P_c) \times \text{connecting volume}(CV_t) \]

Utilizing relative uncertainties in percentages where the sensitivity coefficients are the exponents of the respective factors, which are all 1, the uncertainty equation becomes:

\[ u_r[M(\text{TSM})] = u_r[M(\text{GRM})] + u_r[P_c] + u_r[CV_t] \]

Continuing by following the GUM and the propagation of uncertainties, the expanded uncertainty becomes:

\[ U = k(u_r[M(\text{TSM})]) = k\sqrt{u_r[M(\text{GRM})]^2 + u_r[P_c]^2 + u_r[CV_t]^2} \]

Where \( k=2 \) for approximately 95% confidence.

Figure 8 is an example of a CMC table for one reference meter on a TSM calibration stand. CMC tables are generated for each reference meter within a TSM calibration stand. As with the Primary flow stands, Micro Motion currently calculates and reports only the worst case CMC value for each TSM calibration stand. For the TSM calibration stands, this value (\( U_4 \), Figure 4) is targeted to be 0.030% @ \( k=2 \), approximately 95% confidence.
Conclusion

The Calibration and Measurement Capability (on mass) of the TSM calibration stand meets the target uncertainty of 0.03% for the worst case conditions. The analysis in the previous sections shows the CMC is traceable through a series of calibrations contributing to the final value. The TSM reference meter in series design contributes to a better understanding of the CMC value by providing real time information about the long term stability contribution of the reference meters. Future continuous improvement programs will focus on utilization of the real time information from the reference meters in series to optimize the TSM calibration stand performance.
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